
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Refrigerator Copy 
Practice every night. 

 Unit 4: Module B 
Lessons 1 – 5 

Story: “What is a Government?”  
Skills: Main Idea, Text Features, Points of View 

Spelling Words 
Spell and use correctly in daily writing. 

1. piano 
2. video 
3. to 
4. too 
5. two 
6. because 
7. could 
8. daughter 
9. eighteen 
10. weigh 
11. childhood 
12. selfish 
13. crunchy 
14. above 
15. upon 

 

Vocabulary 
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word 

1. system-the procedure by which the government is organized (variation-systematic) 
2. goods-possessions; merchandise that is sold  
3. export-goods being shipped to foreign countries (variation-exporting, exported) 
4. expectations- belief of what is to come (variation-expected, expect) 
5. inspired-created a brilliant idea (variation-inspiration, inspire) 
6. exception- to exclude one from the rule (variation-except, exceptional) 
7. influential-having an effect; powerful; strong; important (variation-influence) 
8. ruthlessness-mean; cruel (variation-ruthless, ruthlessly) 
9. representative=official speaking for others in the government ((variation-represent) 
10. consulted- to have been given advice; discussion (variation-consult, consulting) 
11. intervene-to come between; interfere (variation-intervening) 
12. candidates-participants in an election  
13. opposition-competition; showing resistance (variation-opposing, opposite) 
14. colonies-home for settlers under political control of another land (variation-colony) 
15. participating-being involved (variation-participate, participant) 
16. issue-important idea, problem, or discussion (variation-issued) 
17. protest-to show disagreement or objection (variation-protesting) 
18. occupation-work, employment, or profession (variation-occupational) 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Unit 4: Module B 
Lessons 6 - 10 

Story: “Who Really Created Democracy?” and “What is a Government?” 
Skills: Word Relationships, Point of View 

Spelling Words 
Spell and use correctly in daily writing. 

1. question 
2. creature 
3. furniture 
4. division 
5. collision 
6. action 
7. direction 
8. culture 
9. vacation 
10. mansion 
11. fiction 
12. feature 
13. sculpture 
14. vision 
15. celebration 

Vocabulary 
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word 
1. inspired- create, stimulated (variation- inspiration, inspire) 
2. influential- having an effect, powerful, strong (variation- influence) 
3. centuries-many time periods of 100 years each (variation-century) 
4. merchant-salesman in a store (variation-merchandise) 
5. aristocrat- wealthy, upper class (variation-aristocratic) 
6. unrest-showing unhappiness, turmoil, or disorder (variation-rest) 
7. trials-criminal court of law with a judge to decide  
8. control-having an influence on an action (variation-controlling) 
9. serve-to work for, help, assist (variation-serving, servant) 
10. council- group of governing people 
11. judicial- a judge, lawyer, or law as it pertains to the court 
12. executive- president or head of state; government manager (variation-executively) 
13. legislative-governing body that makes rules or laws (variation-legislated, legislatively) 
14. hurdles-problems, difficulties, or obstacles (variation-hurdling) 

Refrigerator Copy                        
Practice every night. 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Unit 4: Module B 
Lessons 11 – 15 

Stories: “A More Perfect Union” 
Skills: Main Idea and Details, Historical Events 

Refrigerator Copy 
Practice every night. 

Vocabulary 
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word 

 
1. representative- official, speaking for others (variation- represent) 
2. candidates- participant, elections, representatives 
3. aristocrat- wealthy, upper class (variation-aristocratic) 
4. unrest- unhappiness, turmoil (variation-rest) 
5. cooperating-working together, assisting (variation-cooperation) 
6. delegates-officials; elected representatives (variation-delegation) 
7. anxious- unsettled or nervous (variation-anxiously) 
8. compromise-settlement or agreement (variation-compromising) 
9. document- important paper or official record (variation-documenation) 
10. unanimous- no opposition; no disagreement (variation-unanimously) 
11. proposed-to put forward or suggest (variation-proposal, proposition) 

Spelling Words 
Spell and use correctly in daily writing. 

1. imbalanced 
2. imperfect 
3 impossible 
4 immature 
5. immovable 
6. impatient 
7. impolite 
8. improper 
9. incomplete 
10. informal 
11. invisible 
12. indirect 
13. insecure 
14. incorrect 
15. inactive 



 
 
 
 

 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Refrigerator Copy 
Practice every night. 

Vocabulary 
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word 

1. absolute- total (absolutely) 
2. exception- to exclude one from the rule (variation-except, exceptional) 
3. delegates- officials; elected representatives (variation-delegation) 
4. unanimous- no opposition; no disagreement (variation-unanimously) 
5. anxious- unsettled or nervous (variation-anxiously) 
6. aristocrat- wealthy, upper class (variation-aristocratic) 
7. council- group of governing people 
8. expectations- belief of what is to come (variation-expected, expect 
9. consulted= to have been given advice; discussion (variation-consult, consulting) 
10. legislative- governing body that makes rules or laws (variation-legislated, legislatively) 
11. judicial- a judge, lawyer, or law as it pertains to the court 
12. executive- president or head of state; government manager (variation-executively) 
13. document-  important paper or official record (variation-documentation) 
14. proposed- to put forward or suggest (variation-proposal, proposition) 

 

Unit 4: Module B 
Lessons 16-18 

Stories: “What is a Government?”, “Who Really Created Democracy?”, 
 and “A More Perfect Union” 
Skills: Compare and Contrast 

 
Spelling Words 

Spell and use correctly in daily writing. 
 

1. cloth 
2. clothes 
3. nature 
4. natural 
5. able 
6. ability 
7. mean 
8. meant 
9. deal 
10. dealt 
11. please 
12. pleasant 
13. sign 
14. signal 
15. signature 


